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And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to begin with two particular colors that I often use for establishing and
maintaining the money aura. That would be green and gold, the vibrant colors of both green and
gold, swirling through your aura in an abundance of color. Now I bring up the green gold money
aura at this point in time because, of course, there are so many money fears going around the
planet.
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What money really is, is not what you think.
And because there is such a fear of lack of it at the moment, that when you wear the green and
the gold color in your own energy field, you’ll naturally magnetize to you more money. Why?
Because others are unconsciously, through their fears and patterns, pushing money away from
themselves.
I would encourage you to play with the money aura, especially now. Really energize a beautiful
bright green color. It can be sort of an emerald green, very rich, or it can be bright, that you
might associate with nature, spring, new growth. Then the gold color, also very vibrant, and that
is really a 12th Ray gold, as the green is 4th Ray green. The 12th Ray gold is the color of metallic
gold and sometimes is seen with a rich orange color in it, something like a marigold flower with a
little bit of a metallic shimmer to it.
Play with these colors in your own aura, wear them in an abundant supply. I would encourage you
to get very creative with your own images, and your sensations around these two colors. In other
words, you might imagine underneath your feet, a very tall platform of green and gold.
You might imagine that green and gold is spiraling towards your energy field at all times making it
larger and larger and larger. Or you might imagine that you have a thinking cap on that is green
and gold, and that is allowing you to bring forth new ideas that you could not see before.
And remember, money is not what you think it is.
The current crisis, economic crisis as it is being called, is evidence of that. And without going into
deeper detail about how all the markets work and how much money there is really is versus how
much has been printed or how much is recorded on paper or in credit that doesn’t really exist, we
are just working with a very interesting time period here.
And again I would urge Humanity, much like my message on “The Bail Out”, which is one of the
Timely Messages that everyone on the e-mail list got a copy of the audio and the subsequent
transcript, that we are working with Truth Revealed, or Truth Be Known, about how these
structures function and about how these aren’t real. So open your eyes, take a deeper look and
insist that as we are moving into this New Age with Pluto coming into Capricorn firmly for 15 years,
starting November 26, that it might be time to get into right relationship with this.
Now I’m also looking at a few very interesting time periods coming up, the next one being October
4, and strong potential for another war to begin. Then November 1, strong potential for a lot of
psychic manipulation on the inner planes. If you are interested in working on those, you can read
about them on the website, under telecourses.
Alright everyone, again, keep remembering, money is not what you think it is. Then ask from
within because of all of Creation knows the truth, ask from within: “What is money?”
Keep wearing your green gold aura and above all, have fun and be filled with Love, because this is
what is lacking upon the planet now.
Thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet)
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